seminars designed for doctoral students writing their dissertations. Here we could try to bring together a manageable number of national and international doctoral candidates exploring a common theme along with some faculty in the specialty, who could create an intellectually fertile atmosphere. Such an activity would advance scholarship as well as further cement our collégial relations in an increasingly global academic community.
The second idea would be to try to find sponsors for bringing college and high school Over the next two years I hope that you will frequently send to me and to the staff ideas and initiatives that you feel we should pursue. Tell us what you are doing and how your activity advances the mission ofthe Historical Society. We truly welcome your input. This is your Historical Society and we are all going together on this great intellectual jour- Although this was the first appearance of the word in print, it was hardly the origin of the image and persona. The image stemmed from separate but overlapping 1 8th-and Featuring titles such as The Mountaineer's Honor, The Last of Their Race, and Forbidden Valley (the promotional copy boasted that the film portrayed "the last stand of primitive white men in America ... in the heart of the Kentucky mountains"), these films showed mountaineers running moonshine and fighting each other and the law.
Despite the huge number of these films, only one prior to the mid-192 Os explicitly used the term "hillbilly" in its title or script. It was the enormous success of commercially recorded rural white music, today commonly labeled country music, that put the word and image squarely on the national cultural map.
Country music's identity was so completely entwined with the "hillbilly" concept that between its commercial origins in the early to their use of props such as hay bales and whiskey jugs. But in contrast to the Beverly Hill Billies, they were not pushed into marketing themselves as hillbillies by radio and phonograph producers. Instead, in a world of everincreasing migration from farm to factory, economic uncertainty and disruption, and the uncontrollable forces ofcultural and technological modernity, "playing the hillbilly" helped these per- Ole Opry were drawing overflow crowds and attracting millions oflisteners nationwide, and Hollywood was churning out dozens of "Singing Cowboy" westerns. Yet to most outside commentators, the word "hillbilly" was simply a synonym for "debased," and they eas-ily fell back on long-established stereotypes of Darlings), and, above all, the phenomenally mountaineer ignorance, poverty, and slovenliness. Ifall the "hillbillies employed in radio in 1934 were laid end to end," wrote radio industry reporter Harry Steele responding to the astounding success of country musicians, " . . . they would be in the position they were most accustomed to before the lure of easy radio money brought them out of their cow pas- your bathroom is fifty feet from the house! And you ask should you move! Jed ponders her words a minute and then replies: "Yeah-I guess you're right. A man'd be a dang fool to leave all this!"7 The lines were clearly meant to be seen as comically absurd, reflecting a sumning isolation from and ignorance of modern conveniences. Yet in a world of ever-increasing social and individual disruption, they just as certainly reflect an unshakeable sense of home and belonging and self. In stark contrast to Jed's loyalty, honesty, and integrity and Granny's tenaciousness, the world beyond the Clampett household is peopled almost exclusively by money-grubbers, snobs, con artists, and sycophants. The program therefore presents modern America, at least superficially, as venal, boorish, materialistic, and, ultimately, ethically and spiritually hollow.
The Beverly Hillbillies lasted for a decade but its cultural centrality was shorter lived.
By the end ofthe 1960s the "hillbilly vogue" the show had spawned had seemingly reached its end. The country lost interest in Appalachia as a problem region, the War on Poverty was increasingly billed as a disastrous waste of money and resources, and rural poverty once again faded from public consciousness. In the spring of 1970 CBS purged the show and every other rural-based program from its lineup. Though one more spurt of fascination with the hillbilly surrounded the book and film Deliverance and its depraved mountain sodomites, by the turn of the 2 1st century the image's former prominence had indisputably waned, a result of the steady demise of a rural populace and a growing public unacceptability of broadly defined racial and ethnic stereotypes.
Nonetheless, the image has steadfastly refused to go away, and has been embraced by a new generation of country musicians rebelling against contemporary "pop country," by dozens ofindividuals on Internet sites, and even once again by the mass media. Nothing better exhibits how the image's pres- their shock that such a program was even being considered. Stung by the vituperative criticism, CBS quietly dropped plans to air the show. Unperturbed, NBC did film a pilot episode of The High Life, based on an identical plot premise, but it too announced it would not air the program after it ran into an effective behind-the-scenes protest effort. Despite the network's decisions not to air the programs, however, these incidents reveal the remarkable longevity and persistence of this cultural identity and how, as it has for a century, it still resonates as an ambiguous marker of both social derision and regional pride. 
